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What’s needed?

- assume zc.buildout is not installed
- download bootstrap.py
  
  
  $ wget http://svn.zope.org/*/checkout*/zc.buildout/
  
  
  trunk/bootstrap/bootstrap.py

- create a buildout configuration file

  ```
  [buildout]
  parts = sphinx

  [sphinx]
  recipe = zc.recipe.egg
  eggs = sphinx
  ```
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What's needed?

- assume zc.buildout is not installed
- download bootstrap.py
  
  ```bash
  $ wget http://svn.zope.org/*/checkout*/zc.buildout/
  trunk/bootstrap/bootstrap.py
  ```
- create a buildout configuration file

```
[buildout]
parts = sphinx

[sphinx]
recipe = zc.recipe.egg
eggs = sphinx
```
$ python bootstrap.py -d

Downloading http://pypi..../distribute-0.6.27.tar.gz
...
Creating directory '/home/thomas/py/bin'.
Creating directory '/home/thomas/py/parts'.
Creating directory '/home/thomas/py/eggs'.
Creating directory '/home/thomas/py/develop-eggs'.
Generated script '/home/thomas/py/bin/buildout'.
After bootstrapping

$ ls *

bootstrap.py  buildout.cfg

bin:
bUILDOUT

develop-eggs:

eggs:
distribute-0.6.27-py2.7.egg
zc.buildout-1.5.2-py2.7.egg

parts:
bUILDOUT
$ bin/buildout

Getting distribution for 'zc.recipe.egg'.
Got zc.recipe.egg 1.3.2.
Installing sphinx.
Getting distribution for 'sphinx'.
Got Sphinx 1.1.3.
Getting distribution for 'docutils>=0.7'.
warning: ...
Got docutils 0.9.1.
Getting distribution for 'Jinja2>=2.3'.
warning: ...
Got Jinja2 2.6.
Getting distribution for 'Pygments>=1.2'.
Got Pygments 1.5.
Generated script '/home/thomas/py/bin/sphinx-apidoc'.
Generated script '/home/thomas/py/bin/sphinx-build'.
Generated script '/home/thomas/py/bin/sphinx-quickstart'.
Generated script '/home/thomas/py/bin/sphinx-autogen'.
After the buildout run

```
$ ls *

bootstrap.py  buildout.cfg

bin:
buildout  sphinx-apidoc  sphinx-autogen
sphinx-build  sphinx-quickstart

develop-eggs:

eggs:
distribute-0.6.27-py2.7.egg  docutils-0.9.1-py2.7.egg
Jinja2-2.6-py2.7.egg  Pygments-1.5-py2.7.egg
Sphinx-1.1.3-py2.7.egg  zc.buildout-1.5.2-py2.7.egg
zc.recipe.egg-1.3.2-py2.7.egg

parts:
buildout
```
What happened?

```
[buildout]
parts = sphinx

[sphinx]
recipe = zc.recipe.egg
eggs = sphinx
```

- buildout part “sphinx” is installed
- work is done by a recipe: plug-in point
- recipe comes as an egg
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Repeating the buildout run

modify configuration:

4   [sphinx]
5   recipe = zc.recipe.egg
6   eggs = sphinx
7   scripts = sphinx-build sphinx-apidoc

$ bin/buildout
Uninstalling sphinx.
Installing sphinx.
Generated script "/home/thomas/py/sphinx-apidoc".
Generated script "/home/thomas/py/sphinx-build".

- part with modified configuration is re-installed from scratch
- previously created files (e.g. scripts) are removed
- parts with unchanged configuration are updated
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```python
[sphinx]
recipe = zc.recipe.egg
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scripts = sphinx-build sphinx-apidoc
```

```bash
$ bin/buildout
Uninstalling sphinx.
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Repeating the buildout run

- modify configuration:

  ```
  [sphinx]
  recipe = zc.recipe.egg
  eggs = sphinx
  scripts = sphinx-build sphinx-apidoc
  ```

  ```
  $ bin/buildout
  Uninstalling sphinx.
  Installing sphinx.
  Generated script '/home/thomas/py/sphinx-apidoc'.
  Generated script '/home/thomas/py/sphinx-build'.
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How egg installation works

```plaintext
$ cat bin/sphinx-quickstart

#!/usr/bin/python

import sys
sys.path[0:0] = [
    '/home/thomas/py/eggs/Sphinx-1.1.3-py2.7.egg',
    '/home/thomas/py/eggs/docutils-0.9.1-py2.7.egg',
    '/home/thomas/py/eggs/Jinja2-2.6-py2.7.egg',
    '/home/thomas/py/eggs/Pygments-1.5-py2.7.egg',
]

import sphinx.quickstart

if __name__ == '__main__':
    sphinx.quickstart.main()
```
How egg installation works

- each script calls one of the egg’s entry points

```python
if __name__ == '__main__':
    sphinx.quickstart.main()
```

- each script sets up its own Python path

```python
sys.path[0:0] = [
    '/home/thomas/py/eggs/Sphinx-1.1.3-py2.7.egg',
    ...
]
```

- use a Python installation without modifying it
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```python
if __name__ == '__main__':
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sys.path[0:0] = [
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    ...
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configure the eggs’ part to create an interpreter:

```
[sphinx]
recipe = zc.recipe.egg
eggs = sphinx
interpreter = py
```

the egg recipe creates an executable script:

```
$ bin/buildout
...
Generated interpreter '/home/thomas/py/bin/py'.
```
configure the eggs’ part to create an interpreter:

```python
[sphinx]
recipe = zc.recipe.egg
eggs = sphinx
interpreter = py
```

the egg recipe creates an executable script:

```
$ bin/buildout
...
Generated interpreter '/home/thomas/py/bin/py'.
```
#!/usr/bin/python

import sys

sys.path[0:0] = [
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Sphinx-1.1.3-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/docutils-0.9.1-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Jinja2-2.6-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Pygments-1.5-py2.7.egg',
]

exec _val
__import__('runpy').run_module(...)
execfile(...)
__import__('code').interact(...)

• just another script that sets up its path
• invokes Python interpreter according to options
Using eggs with an interpreter

```python
#!/usr/bin/python

import sys
sys.path[0:0] = [
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Sphinx-1.1.3-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/docutils-0.9.1-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Jinja2-2.6-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Pygments-1.5-py2.7.egg',
]

...  
exec _val
__import__('runpy').run_module(...)  
execfile(...)  
__import__('code').interact(...)
```

- just another script that sets up its path
- invokes Python interpreter according to options
Using eggs with an interpreter

```python
#!/usr/bin/python

import sys
sys.path[0:0] = [
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Sphinx-1.1.3-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/docutils-0.9.1-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Jinja2-2.6-py2.7.egg',
    '/var/lib/python-eggs/Pygments-1.5-py2.7.egg',
]

...  
  exec _val
  __import__('runpy').run_module(...)
  execfile(...)
  __import__('code').interact(...)
```

- just another script that sets up its path
- invokes Python interpreter according to options
creates a Python installation meant to be modified
- pip requirements file: minimal set of packages
- defines the Python path as a well-known directory
- Python path implicitly set up by using the local interpreter
- Python path may be exported: “activate” the environment
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- global option:
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[buildout]
versions = versions

[versions]
sphinx = 1.1.2
```

- version pinnings are always honoured
- versions of other packages are still unpredictable
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How to pin versions with buildout

- global option:

```
[buildout]
versions = versions

[versions]
sphinx = 1.1.2
```

- version pinnings are always honoured
- versions of other packages are still unpredictable
Forcing all versions to be pinned

[buildout]
parts = sphinx
versions = versions
allow-picked-versions = false

[versions]
Jinja2 = 2.6
Pygments = 1.5
distribute = 0.6.27
docutils = 0.9.1
sphinx = 1.1.2
zc.buildout = 1.5.2
zc.recipe.egg = 1.3.2

[sphinx]
recipe = zc.recipe.egg
eggs = sphinx
Forcing all versions to be pinned

- recipes and even zc.buildout itself are pinned
- known-good build in addition to known-good code:
  - be sure that pieces of the build system match
  - predictable configuration (e.g. paths, generated scripts)
- still not pinned: Python itself
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How to install non-Python software

```ini
[buildout]
parts = frontend

[nginx]
recipe = zc.recipe.cmmi
url = http://nginx.org/download/nginx-1.2.2.tar.gz

[frontend]
recipe = gocept.nginx
nginx = nginx
configuration =
    worker_processes 1;
    events {
        worker_connections 1024;
    }
...
How to install non-Python software

- recipe for doing configure/make/make install
  
  
  ```
  $ ls parts/nginx
  conf  html  logs  sbin
  ```

- custom recipes for specialised tasks
  
  ```
  $ cat parts/frontend/frontend.conf
  pid /home/thomas/py/parts/frontend/frontend.pid;
  ...
  worker_processes 1;
  events {
  worker_connections 1024;
  ...

  $ cat bin/frontend
  #!/bin/sh
  ARGV="$@"
  NGINX='"/home/thomas/py/parts/nginx/sbin/nginx"
  PIDFILE='"/home/thomas/py/parts/frontend/frontend.pid"
  ...
  ```
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- recipe for doing configure/make/make install

  ```bash
  $ ls parts/nginx
  conf  html  logs  sbin
  ```

- custom recipes for specialised tasks

  ```bash
  $ cat parts/frontend/frontend.conf
  pid /home/thomas/py/parts/frontend/frontend.pid;
  ...
  worker_processes 1;
  events {
  worker_connections 1024;
  ...
  
  $ cat bin/frontend
  #!/bin/sh
  ARGV="$@
  NGINX='"/home/thomas/py/parts/nginx/sbin/nginx'
  PIDFILE='"/home/thomas/py/parts/frontend/frontend.pid"'
  ...
  ```
recipe for doing configure/make/make install

$ ls parts/nginx
conf  html  logs  sbin

custom recipes for specialised tasks

$ cat parts/frontend/frontend.conf
pid /home/thomas/py/parts/frontend/frontend.pid;
...
worker_processes 1;
events {
worker_connections 1024;
...

$ cat bin/frontend
#!/bin/sh
ARGV="$@
NGINX='/home/thomas/py/parts/nginx/sbin/nginx'
PIDFILE='/home/thomas/py/parts/frontend/frontend.pid'
...
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dependencies between configuration sections
dependent part can reuse information from others
depended-upon parts will be handled first in each phase
also possible: referring to part options in config file
[database]
recipe = zc.recipe.filestorage
blob-dir = ${buildout:directory}/parts/database/blobs

[zeo]
recipe = zc.zodbrecipes:server
address = 8100
pack-keep-old = true
zeo.conf =
  <zeo>
    address ${zeo:address}
  </zeo>
  <filestorage 1>
    blob-dir ${database:blob-dir}
  ...

[app-server]
recipe = zc.zope3recipes:instance
zodb-client-cache-size = 200MB
zodb-object-cache-size = 20MB
blob-dir = ${database:blob-dir}
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Issues

- Python path is not readily inspectable
- no way to recognise a failed buildout by its state
- simple domain model that leaves all details up to recipes
- combination of configuration by non-programming language plus recipes feels unwieldy
- no concept of convergence: parts installed depending on configuration, not state
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- **egg support**
  - currently by reusing easy_install from distribute
  - switch to distutils2/packaging when it’s “stable enough”

- **Python 3 support**
  - attempt at porting with 2to3: zc.buildout 2.0.0 alpha2
  - current plans: start over using a single code base

- features, efficiency, refactoring
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Of course, with us!

gocept is looking for developers.

http://gocept.com
Thank you.